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Industrial occupiers 
respond to economic 
headwinds 

Year-to-date take-up is ahead of the equivalent period last year 
but there are now signs of slowing activity levels due to renewed 
economic uncertainty. 
 
 

Limited completions have led to choice being markedly tighter 
compared to last year. Reduced developer confidence and 
constrained finance will continue to limit speculative 
development. Occupier choice is, therefore, expected to be 
further squeezed in 2012.  
 

Prime rents have increased in many markets fuelled by strong 
competition witnessed during H1 and falling supply levels, 
however the rate of increase is now starting to abate.    
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Introduction 
Economic conditions have changed significantly since we published 
our last edition of EMEA Industrial Corporate Occupier Conditions in 
June. If the Eurozone economy was on an upward trend at the 
beginning of 2011, it is now on the brink of stagnation. Economic 
headwinds stemming from the Eurozone crisis, austerity measures 
implemented by European governments, and rising unemployment 
rates have led to GDP growth projections for 2011 and 2012 for 
most European countries being lowered in recent forecasts. These 
projections, along with increasing economic uncertainty, have 
adversely impacted export growth, industrial production, consumer 
spending and corporate confidence, which have all declined 
substantially since summer 2011. However, although this is slowing 
overall occupier activity, industrial occupiers are still faced with the 
need to adapt to a new distribution and manufacturing environment, 
and this is creating a significant level of demand for quality space. In 
particular, we expect that dynamic industrial occupier activity will be 
driven by companies adapting to changing retail patterns and by the 
expanding healthcare/wellness sector, which both require alternative 
distribution networks.  

Network Optimisation Still High on the Corporate Agenda 

As the Eurozone crisis sweeps across the region, occupiers are 
being increasingly confronted by the pressures of balancing growth 
and right-sizing, and their occupational strategies are being shaped 
by a strong push towards more productive and better utilised real 
estate portfolios. These are the challenges that were identified in the 
aftermath of the global financial crisis, but they have now taken on 
even greater importance. For industrial occupiers this means that 
the efficiency enhancement of supply chains remains a key priority. 
However, this comes at a time when occupier choice is markedly 
tighter than last year; the shortage of large modern units connected 
to a wider European transport network is giving occupiers little 
opportunity to upgrade and enhance efficiency. Moreover, the 
availability of larger strategic sites is unlikely to improve in the 
medium term as the financial turmoil weighs down on developer 
confidence and constrains development finance. At the beginning of 
the year we expected speculative construction to return towards the 
end of this year; this now looks very unlikely. The erosion of modern 

available product means that occupiers will be faced with the 
heightened prospect of signing up for built-to-suit units on less 
flexible lease terms and at higher rental levels.  

However, occupiers should not be entirely pessimistic as 
opportunities can still be found. Where vacancy rates remain at high 
levels, occupiers will be able to negotiate higher incentives and 
shorter leases. Furthermore, industrial occupiers expanding to CEE 
and MENA markets will benefit from more choice and softer rental 
profiles compared to the core Western European markets.  

 

Expanding Our Market Coverage 

In this new edition of EMEA Industrial Corporate Occupier 
Conditions we have expanded our market coverage in CEE to 
include commentaries on Croatia, Slovakia and Serbia, and in the 
Middle East and Africa to include South Africa. This reflects the fact 
that occupiers are looking further afield for new opportunities to 
extend their reach and optimise their industrial networks. 

This report focuses on the large-size distribution warehousing 
market. Market intelligence on smaller-size (<5,000 sq m) multi-let 
industrial assets remains more scarce and uneven across the 
European market. Even so, it is worth noting that, in general, the 
multi-let industrial sector in most markets closely follows the trends 
in the distribution warehousing sector.  

We hope that you find this report a valuable source in your decision-
making process amid these uncertain times. We would be delighted 
to receive any feedback that you may have. 

 

Vincent Lottefier  
Chief Executive Officer 
EMEA Corporate Solutions 
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EMEA Industrial Occupier Market Conditions: Summary 

Risks Skewed to the Downside 
• The Eurozone sovereign debt crisis and fear of contagion 

are leading to the heightened financial market turmoil. 

• There are signs of increasing fiscal, monetary, regulatory, 
and currency risks. 

• The European Central Bank (ECB) is continuing with its 
bond purchase scheme in the peripheral Eurozone 
economies to increase liquidity in the banking system. 

• The ECB decreased the interest rate by 25 basis points to 
stand at 1.25% as at November 2011. Rates are expected 
to be kept low for the remainder of 2011 and into 2012 to 
sustain the recovery. 

 Eurozone Interest Rates and Inflation 
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Source: Oxford Economics, November 2011 

Economic Growth Projections Downgraded 
GDP Growth 

 2011 2012 2013 
Belgium 2.3% 0.7% 1.6% 
Czech 2.1% 2.3% 4.1% 
France 1.6% 0.4% 1.6% 
Germany 3.0% 1.0% 1.5% 
Hungary 1.5% 1.9% 3.2% 
Italy 0.6% -0.2% 0.9% 
Netherlands 1.7% 0.5% 1.6% 
Poland 3.9% 3.3% 3.9% 
Russia 4.1% 3.9% 3.8% 
Spain 0.7% -0.1% 1.0% 
Sweden 4.2% 1.6% 2.3% 

UK 0.9% 1.0% 2.1% 
 
Source: IHS Global Insight, November 2011 

 • The annual growth in the Eurozone and EU in 2011 is anticipated to 
reach 1.6%.  

• Economic growth projections across most European countries have 
been revised downwards over recent months following the introduction 
of austerity measures, further household retrenchment and weak 
labour markets. 

• CEE, Russia and Sweden will continue to be the strong performers 
over the next two years. 

• GDP growth in the core European economies (Germany, France and 
the UK) is expected to be moderate over the next two years. 

• The Mediterranean countries (Italy, Spain, Portugal and Greece) will 
remain in the bottom tier of performers as the sovereign debt crisis 
sweeps across the region. 

 

Industrial Production Slowing 
• The recovery in the industrial sector has slowed 

significantly, reflected in the Eurozone Manufacturing 
Purchasing Managers’ Index (PMI) falling to a 27-month low 
of 47.1 in October from the year’s highest level of 59 
recorded in February. 

• Manufacturing activity in Germany, which drove the earlier 
Eurozone recovery, is slowing, with its PMI contracting in 
October for the first time since September 2009. 

• Industrial production growth projections for 2011 are now 
lower than previously anticipated across Europe. 

• Germany, the Czech Republic and Sweden will lead the 
industrial production growth rankings for 2011, each with 
growth exceeding 7%. 

• Spain and the UK are expected to see industrial production 
contract for the full year 2011. 

 Industrial Production (% change) 
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Export Growth Revised Downwards 
• Following a rate in excess of 10% in 2010, export growth in 

the EU is expected to slow to 6% in 2011.  

• Export growth in Germany is predicted to reach 7% at year 
end and to be followed by a significantly reduced growth of 
1.4% in 2012. 

• Italy will drop to the bottom tier of export growth rankings. 

• The global export growth forecast for 2011 has been 
revised downwards to 5.8% due, in particular, to the 
ongoing Eurozone sovereign debt crisis and the extended 
budget impasse and credit downgrade in the US. 

 

 EU Exports and Imports 
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Source: IHS Global Insight, November 2011 

Uneven Manufacturing Employment Growth Across Europe 

Manufacturing Employment Growth (% change) 
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 • Manufacturing job growth in the Eurozone continued throughout the 
year, however in October the rate of increase slowed to its lowest level 
since June 2010. 

• 2011 will see variable growth rates in manufacturing employment 
across Europe with the highest rates expected in Sweden, followed by 
Germany and Finland. 

• Contraction in manufacturing employment in 2011 will be recorded in 
Spain, Belgium, Italy, France, the Netherlands and the UK. 

 

Corporate Confidence Indicators Trending Downwards 

• The EU Economic Sentiment Indicator stood at 93.8 in 
October, a significant fall from the year’s high of 107.4 
recorded in March. Sentiment remained broadly unchanged 
month-on-month in October, pointing to a slowing pace of 
decline. 

• However, stable sentiment in October was driven by 
improvements in services, retail trade and construction 
while industrial sentiment continued to weaken.  

• Declining industrial confidence is attributed to both a 
decrease in production expectations and in managers’ 
appraisal of order book levels. 

• Due to the increased pessimism about the future general 
economic situation and fears over rising unemployment, 
consumer confidence has deteriorated in both the EU and 
the Eurozone. 

 

 Corporate Confidence Indicators 
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Competition Slowing Amid Economic Uncertainty 

• Overall European year-to-date take-up in Q3 was 14% 
ahead of the equivalent period last year. Take-up reached 
3.6 million sq m in Q3 which is down by 19% over the 
previous quarter, an indicator of slowing occupier demand. 

• Despite the slowdown, ongoing dynamic occupier activity is 
being driven by companies adapting to changing retail 
patterns, including internet retailing, and the expanding 
healthcare/ wellness sector which both require alternative 
distribution networks. 

• We expect take-up levels for full year 2011 to be in the 
region of 14 million sq m, below last year’s record volume 
but still significantly above the 10-year average. 
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Source: Jones Lang LaSalle, November 2011 

Occupier Choice Tightening 

Vacancy Rates, Q3 2011 
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 • New completions totalled 3.6 million sq m over the first nine months of 
the year, representing an increase of 16% compared to the same 
period last year. 

• However, completion volumes are still at historically low levels and 
development activity is being mainly driven by built-to-suit transactions 
closed over the previous 12 months. As a result, modern available 
supply retreated to its lowest level in two years in Q3 2011. 

• Although headline vacancy rates remain higher in CEE markets than in 
Western European, the gap is expected to narrow over the next few 
quarters, driven by the absence of speculative development activity. 

 

Future Supply Remains Limited 

• At the beginning of 2011 we projected speculative 
development to return towards the end of the year. 
However, slowing sentiment means that this is no longer 
going to happen. New completions over the next few 
quarters will be mainly delivered on a pre-let basis. 

• Floorspace under construction totalled 4.7 million sq m at 
the end of Q3, down 3% over the quarter yet up 9% over 
the year. Despite this, occupier choice will not improve as 
most of the space is pre-let. 

• Completions over the next 12 months will remain low in 
comparison to historic data; they are significantly below the 
5-year annual average. 

 

 Completion Pipeline 
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Prime Rents Trending Upwards 
• The weighted Jones Lang LaSalle European Prime 

Warehousing Rental Index expanded by a limited 0.1% 
quarter-on-quarter in Q3, following 0.7% growth in Q2. 

• The Index increased by 0.6% on an annual basis; 
representing a marginally higher rate of expansion 
compared to 0.5% growth in Q2. 

• Rental increases on a quarterly basis were recorded in 
Berlin, Munich, Dusseldorf, Hamburg and Rotterdam, 
whereas Barcelona and Dublin registered further declines. 

• Prime rents remain the highest in London, followed by 
Moscow and Helsinki, while Brussels offers the lowest cost 
to occupiers. 

 Prime Rents, Q3 2011 
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Source: Jones Lang LaSalle, November 2011 

Occupier Incentives Uneven Across Europe 

Net Effective Rents, Q3 2011 
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Source: Jones Lang LaSalle, November 2011 

 • Driven by higher vacancy levels, occupiers continue to achieve 
the highest incentives in Paris, Madrid and Warsaw, where 
significant discounts to prime rents are offered. 

• The lowest rent-free periods are seen in Munich, Moscow and 
Milan, where modern supply remains squeezed.  

• In a few markets, occupier incentives are anticipated to move in 
over the next year on the back of tightening available modern 
product. 
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WESTERN EUROPE: 
Corporate Occupier 
Conditions  
 
 
Consumer and business confidence in Western Europe have fallen 
substantially over the past few months as a result of the Eurozone 
sovereign debt crisis and the heightened financial market turmoil 
that has followed. The economic recovery has lost its momentum 
with GDP growth projections now lower than previously anticipated. 
At the same time, regional economic disparities persist, as 
highlighted by the marked contrast between the Nordics and 
Germany and the Southern European economies. Sweden will lead 
GDP growth this year with a growth rate standing at 4.2% and 
Germany will see expansion at 3.0% in 2011. In contrast, Spain and 
Italy are expected to grow by less than 1% in 2011. The continued 
economic and political risks suggest that overall growth across the 
region will decelerate in 2012, with Spain and Italy likely to slide 
back into recession.  
 
On the back of slowing global growth projections, occupier activity 
started to weaken after the summer. However, on a positive note, 
year-to-date take-up strengthened if compared to the same period 
last year, driven by buoyant occupier activity in H1 2011. 
Meanwhile, stronger competition, in combination with limited 
speculative completions in the first nine months of 2011, has led to 
falling availability and a tightening of occupier choice. As witnessed 
in previous quarters, the highest demand for industrial space has 
come from logistics operators, followed by retailers and 
manufacturers. 
 
Future development will continue to be either pre-let or built-to-suit 
as the anticipated return of speculative development towards the 
end of 2011 is now highly unlikely. We expect that low supply will 
lead to tighter conditions. However, as competition is expected to 
weaken over the next year, occupiers might still find opportunities if 
they are prepared to move away from prime markets or consider 
taking functional second-hand space. 
 
 

 

 

 

 

Rental conditions are still more favourable to occupiers in 2011 if 
compared to 2010. However, prime rents have started to increase in 
many markets due to strong competition at the beginning of the 
year, which has led to falling supply levels. This is supported by the 
weighted Jones Lang LaSalle European Prime Warehousing Rental 
Index for Western Europe which showed a quarterly increase in Q3 
for the first time in two years. Going forward, we expect rents to stay 
on an upward trajectory in a number of markets in 2012 while 
stabilising in others.  

The following table shows future market conditions for selected 
Western European markets with green circles representing tenant-
favourable markets (rental growth <0%), amber circles representing 
neutral markets (0-1% rental growth) and red circles representing 
landlord-favourable markets (rental growth >1%).  

 Future Market Conditions 
 2011 2012 2013 

Amsterdam    

Antwerp    

Barcelona    

Berlin    

Birmingham    

Brussels    

Dublin    

Dusseldorf    

Frankfurt    

Hamburg    

Helsinki    

London    

Lyon    

Madrid    

Manchester    

Milan    

Munich    

Paris    

Rome    

Rotterdam    

   Stockholm    
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Belgium 
 
Brussels   

Cost: €50/sq m Competition: 17,000  sq m Choice: Low 

 

Brussels – Future Market Conditions 

2011 2012 2013 

   

 

Market Outlook: Despite 22,000 sq m being speculatively delivered 
to the market in Q3, strong competition in the first nine months of 
2011, compared to the equivalent period in 2010, has kept the 
vacancy rate low. As no properties are currently under construction, 
the available supply is expected to remain squeezed over the next 
12 months. Occupier cost, which has decreased 9.1% over the year, 
is forecast to continue to be stable over the next two years on the 
back of limited future completions. 
 
 
Antwerp   

Cost: €45/sq m Competition: 15,000 sq m Choice: Low 

 
Antwerp – Future Market Conditions 

2011 2012 2013 

   

 
Market Outlook: As all of the 186,000 sq m of completions in Q3 
was for owner occupation, occupier choice has not improved. 
Modern available supply will continue to lie at low levels over the 
next few quarters as no speculative developments are currently 
planned. Rents have been static since Q1 2010 and we expect them 
to remain so until 2013.  
 
 
Other Regions   

Cost: €40-€55/sq m Competition: 187,000 sq m Choice: Low 

 
Market Outlook: Around 85% of take-up in Q3 was concentrated 
outside of the Antwerp-Brussels Corridor due to lower rents and 
greater availability; this trend is predicted to carry on into 2012.  

However, occupiers will be faced with reduced choice as all of 
98,000 sq m currently under construction will be delivered on a pre-
let basis.   
 

Finland 
 

Helsinki   

Cost: €96/sq m Competition: n/a Choice: Low 

 

Helsinki – Future Market Conditions 

2011 2012 2013 

   

 
Market Outlook: Despite ongoing limited occupier demand, a low 
vacancy rate of 5% in Q3 (unchanged to Q2) means that available 
modern supply remains constricted. The vacancy rate is expected to 
increase in 2012, following the completion of a 100,000 sq m BTS 
development for SOK, which will see a similar amount of second-
hand space being released to the market. Nevertheless, with 
demand focused on prime space, the additional offer coming to the 
market might not appeal to the majority of occupiers, who generally 
prefer modern units. As a result of this limited modern supply, we 
anticipate that rental levels will be largely unchanged over the next 
year.  

France 
 

Paris   

Cost: €52/sq m Competition: 182,000 sq m Choice: Medium 

 

Paris – Future Market Conditions 

2011 2012 2013 

   

 
Market outlook: Occupier activity has weakened in the year-to-date 
in comparison to the same period in 2010. However, as new 
completions have all been pre-let, occupier choice has tightened 
with the vacancy rate decreasing from 10.1% in Q2 to 9.4% in Q3; 
however, this still keeps available product above the level seen a 
year ago. We expect available supply to shrink further over the next 
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year as industrial space currently under construction (220,000 sq m) 
does not consist of any speculative floorspace. Prime rents at year- 
end will be lower than in 2010 and we anticipate that rental levels 
will be stable in 2012.  

Lyon   

Cost: €46/sq m Competition: 75,000 sq m Choice: High 

 

Lyon – Future Market Conditions 

2011 2012 2013 

   

 
Market Outlook: YTD take-up in 2011 is 57% higher compared to 
the equivalent period last year. However, Q3 take-up decreased 
over the previous quarter, a result of slowing occupier activity. Albeit 
marginally higher than in Q2, the vacancy rate has decreased from 
14.7% at the end of last year to now stand at 12.2% following limited 
completions and strong occupier activity. Occupier choice is 
expected to tighten further over the coming quarters as future 
speculative development remains limited. Although occupiers can 
expect lower cost at year end, compared with 2010, prime rents are 
forecast to increase in 2012 on the back of falling supply.  

Other Regions   

Cost: €42-€48/sq m Competition: 0 sq m Choice: Medium 

 
Market outlook: Further to upbeat occupier activity in H1, 
competition is now decelerating with no significant take-up being 
recorded in Q3. Vacancy rates now stand at 8.4% in Marseille and 
9.2% in Lille and are expected to decrease over the next 12 months 
as there is virtually no speculative floorspace under construction on 
the Lille-Paris-Lyon-Marseille axis. This will lead to more limited 
occupier choice.  

 

 

 

 

 
 

Germany 
 
Berlin   

Cost: €56.4/sq m Competition: 22,000 sq m Choice: Low 

 

Berlin – Future Market Conditions 

2011 2012 2013 

   

 

Market Outlook: Take-up remains at levels witnessed last year, 
however most of the momentum has been lost as occupier activity 
slowed over the quarter in Q3. Meanwhile, strong competition and 
limited completions have meant that available supply remained at a 
low level in Q3. This trend is expected to continue over the next 12 
months as most of the 64,000 sq m under construction is pre-let. As 
a result, occupiers will be faced with higher rents at year end 
compared to 2010; however, we predict that rental levels will be 
stable in 2012.  

Dusseldorf   

Cost: €64.8/sq m Competition: 21,000 sq m Choice: Low 

 

Dusseldorf – Future Market Conditions 

2011 2012 2013 

   

 
Market Outlook: Take-up fell in Q3 over the quarter as competition 
slowed. However, reduced levels of activity have not increased the 
availability of suitable product as limited completions continued to 
characterise the market in Q3. Available supply is unlikely to 
improve over the next 12 months as most of the pipeline is pre-let. 
Following upward rental pressure this year, occupiers can expect 
stable rental conditions in 2012.  
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Frankfurt   

Cost: €70.8/sq m Competition: 44,000 sq m Choice: Low 

 

Frankfurt – Future Market Conditions 

2011 2012 2013 

   

 
Market Outlook: Despite decreasing competition, limited 
completions in the first nine months of 2011 have sustained a low 
vacancy rate. The supply pipeline stood at 137,000 sq m at the end 
of Q3; however, all of the properties are pre-let and so occupier 
choice is unlikely to improve. As a result, prime rents are anticipated 
to be on an upward trajectory over the next year.  

Hamburg   

Cost: €66/sq m Competition: 154,000 sq m Choice: Low 

 

 
Market Outlook: Despite a marginal decrease in take-up in Q3 over 
the previous quarter, occupier activity remains upbeat. Strong 
competition, in combination with a low level of completions, 
indicates a further declining choice for occupiers.  In contrast to 
other German cities where most of the future supply is pre-let, 
Hamburg is expected to see around 27% of its 105,000 sq m under 
construction delivered speculatively. However, this is unlikely to 
improve the availability of good product, for which competition is 
expected to remain robust. Prime rents increased 1.9% in Q3 and, 
as a result, we expect rents to be marginally higher at year end than 
those recorded at the end of 2010.  

Munich   

Cost: €75.6/sq m Competition: 57,000 sq m Choice: Low 

 

Munich – Future Market Conditions 

2011 2012 2013 

   

Market Outlook:  Occupier activity is buoyant with YTD take-up at a 
higher level than that witnessed during the same period last year, 
and take-up in Q3 also up quarter-on-quarter. Subdued completions 
in combination with healthy competition have kept occupier choice 
restricted throughout the year. This trend is expected to continue 
over the next few quarters as floorspace currently under 
construction will be delivered exclusively on a non-speculative basis. 
Occupier cost increased 5% in Q3 and occupiers will therefore be 
faced with higher costs at year end if compared to 2010.  

Other Regions   

Cost: €40.8-€70.8/sq m Competition: 632,000 sq m Choice: Low 

 

Market Outlook:  Overall, occupiers are continuing to focus on 
locations outside the ‘Big 5' cities, due to lower rents, higher land 
availability and the excellent distribution infrastructure that covers 
the whole country. There are a few large developments currently 
under construction such as a 150,000 sq m owner-occupier 
development for supermarket chain EDEKA. However, as most 
future supply is pre-let, occupier choice is unlikely to improve.  

Ireland 
 
Dublin   

Cost: €65/sq m Competition: 34,000 sq m Choice: n/a 

 
Dublin – Future Market Conditions 

2011 2012 2013 

   

 
Market Outlook: Take-up for the first nine months of 2011 is up 
43% compared to the same period last year, though it should be 
noted that this increase has come from low levels. Prime units were 
the most in demand in Q3 and this trend is expected to continue 
over the next few quarters. Reduced development levels indicate 
that available supply will remain unchanged into most of next year. 
Prime rents have been under downward pressure this year; 
however, we expect rents to be stable in 2012.  

 
 
 
 

Hamburg – Future Market Conditions 

2011 2012 2013 
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Italy 
 

Milan   

Cost: €55/sq m Competition: 26,000 sq m Choice: Low 

 

Milan – Future Market Conditions 

2011 2012 2013 

   

 

Market Outlook: YTD take-up in Q3 was down 64% compared to 
the same period last year as occupier activity slowed. No 
completions were recorded in Q3 and this has led to the vacancy 
rate decreasing from 1.7% in Q2 to 1.5% in Q3. The current level of 
development activity indicates that occupiers will continue to be 
faced with a shortage of modern units over the next few quarters. 
Although prime rents have been largely static since Q2 2009, we 
expect rents to be under upward pressure in 2012 due to limited 
modern choice.  

Rome   

Cost: €57/sq m Competition: 78,000 sq m Choice: Low 

 

Rome – Future Market Conditions 

2011 2012 2013 

   

 

Market Outlook: Take-up for the first three quarters of 2011 is up 
on levels seen 12 months ago and take-up has also significantly 
increased quarter-on-quarter due to improving occupier demand. No 
completions have been recorded so far this year, which, in 
combination with strong competition, has led to tightening choice. 
The vacancy rate now stands at 2.5%, a significant decrease from 
the 8.7% recorded in Q2. We expect available supply to continue to 
be limited over the next 12 months as no properties were under 
construction at the end of Q3. As a result, rental levels are projected 
to remain unchanged over the next year.     

 

 

 

Other Regions   

Cost: €42-€45/ sq m Competition: 194,000 sq m Choice: Medium 

 

Market Outlook: Overall, most occupier activity continues to be 
concentrated outside of Milan and Rome due to lower rents and a 
significantly more choice. Completions in Q3 were markedly higher 
than in Q2 but, as most of them were pre-lets, the average vacancy 
rate marginally decreased from 6.4% in Q2 to 6.3% in Q3. We 
anticipate available supply to decrease further over the next 12 
months due to limited future speculative completions.  

Netherlands 
 
Amsterdam   

Cost: €92.5/sq m Competition: 21,000 sq m Choice: Very High 

 
Amsterdam – Future Market Conditions 

2011 2012 2013 

   

 
Market Outlook: YTD take-up has decreased 65% in comparison to 
last year’s levels. Take-up improved over the quarter; however it 
continues to be at a low level. Following no completions recorded in 
2010, the first three quarters of 2011 has witnessed a turnaround 
with 105,000 sq m developed. However, most of these completions 
have been delivered non-speculatively which, in combination with 
improving demand, has led to a decreasing vacancy rate - down 
from 17.4% in Q2 to 16% in Q3. With no floorspace currently under 
construction, occupier choice is anticipated to contract further over 
the next year. However, as available supply still remains at a high 
level overall, occupier cost is expected to be under downward 
pressure next year.  
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Rotterdam   

Cost: €62/sq m Competition: 20,000 sq m Choice: High 

 

Rotterdam – Future Market Conditions 

2011 2012 2013 

   

 
Market Outlook: Take-up in the nine months to date in 2011 
remains broadly unchanged compared to the same period last year. 
Despite take-up increasing over the quarter in Q3, competition is 
weak. Occupier choice in Q3 remained unchanged quarter-on-
quarter, with the vacancy rate now standing at 12.9% - a result of no 
new completions recorded in Q3. However, on the back of gradually 
improving occupier activity and limited speculative completions, 
occupier choice is expected to tighten over the next 12 months. With 
prime rents increasing 1.6% in Q3, we anticipate that the rental level 
will be marginally higher by the end of this year if compared to 2010. 
Prime rents will keep on their upward trajectory in 2012.  

Other Regions   

Cost: €48-€65/sq m Competition: 262,000 sq m Choice: High 

 

Market Outlook: As in the first three quarters of 2011, occupier 
activity over the next year will continue to be concentrated outside of 
the two main cities due to lower rents and an excellent infrastructure 
across the country. The greatest choice across regional submarkets 
is available to occupiers in Midden Noord-Brabant where the 
vacancy rate stands at 23.1%. Due to finance constraints and 
ongoing weak occupier market, developer confidence remains low. 
As a result, limited speculative completions will lead to a further 
erosion of good available product across regional submarkets. 
Rents are expected to remain stable across most of the regions over 
the next year.  

Portugal 
 
Lisbon   

Cost: €42/sq m Competition: n/a Choice: n/a 

 
Market Outlook: Occupier demand remains subdued due to the 
persistently difficult economic conditions. Future completions are 
expected to remain at low levels which will result in occupier choice 

tightening over the coming quarters. However, prime rents, which 
have been under downward pressure this year, are anticipated to 
decrease further in 2012 due to weak occupier demand. 

Spain 
 

Barcelona   

Cost: €78/sq m Competition: 137,000 sq m Choice: Medium 

 

Barcelona – Future Market Conditions 

2011 2012 2013 

   

 
Market Outlook: Strong competition in the first nine months of 2011 
in combination with no new completions recorded so far this year 
have led to a tightening choice for occupiers. This has been 
highlighted by a significant drop in the vacancy rate, down from 
10.5% in Q2 to 8.4% in Q3. Although the supply pipeline reached 
32,000 sq m at the end of Q3, none of this floorspace will be 
delivered speculatively. As a result, available supply is unlikely to 
improve over the next few quarters. Although occupier cost has 
been under downward pressure this year, supply levels are 
expected to decline over the next year, so we are likely to witness 
increasing upward rental pressure.  

Madrid   

Cost: €72/sq m Competition: 54,000 sq m  Choice: High 

 
 
Madrid – Future Market Conditions 

2011 2012 2013 

   

 

Market Outlook: Occupier activity is higher YTD compared to the 
same period last year. However, take-up is down significantly over 
the quarter, indicating a decline in occupier activity. Slowing 
competition and ongoing releases of second-hand units have led to 
occupier choice improving, despite limited completion volumes.  The 
vacancy rate rose from 14.1% in Q2 to 14.3% in Q3. Around 
123,000 sq m was under construction at the end of Q3 but as all of it 
is pre-let, occupier choice is not anticipated to improve. Prime rents 
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have been static since Q4 2009; however we expect prime rents to 
edge up over the next year.  

Other Regions   

Cost: €42/sq m Competition: 64,000 sq m  Choice: Very High 

 
Market Outlook: Beyond the two main markets, occupiers have 
focused on Valencia - although YTD take-up has significantly 
decreased in this market if compared to the same period in 2010 – 
while other regional markets have not attracted any noticeable 
interest. No major completions were recorded outside Madrid and 
Barcelona over the year and, looking ahead, future completions are 
expected to remain limited, which is likely to erode occupier choice 
across the regional markets.  

Sweden 
 
 

Stockholm   

Cost: €95/sq m Competition: n/a Choice: Medium  

 

Stockholm – Future Market Conditions 

2011 2012 2013 

   

 

Market Outlook: As witnessed in previous quarters, occupiers will 
continue to focus on units smaller than 10,000 sq m over the next 
year. The overall vacancy rate remained stable at 5% in Q3 and, 
following limited future speculative completions, this situation is not 
expected to change over the next few quarters. As a result, prime 
rents, which have been static since Q3 2009, are anticipated to 
edge up in 2012 due to squeezed occupier choice. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

United Kingdom  
 
 

London   

Cost: €162.5/sq m Competition: 12,000 sq m Choice: High   

 

London – Future Market Conditions 

2011 2012 2013 

   

 

Market Outlook: Occupier activity is slowing due to weaker 
occupier confidence. As a result, take-up in the wider London 
market declined over the quarter and YTD take-up volumes are also 
lower if compared to the same period last year. We expect that the 
highest competition for prime properties over the next few quarters 
will be concentrated in West London and around the M25 
respectively reflecting a lack of opportunities in Greater London and 
excellent connectivity to national motorway network. There is now a 
shortage of good-quality industrial and logistics properties; available 
supply remains higher for poorer second-hand buildings but demand 
for these facilities is limited. With 46,000 sq m currently under 
construction on a non-speculative basis, but no speculative 
development taking place, we expect good available space to 
contract further over the next 12 months. As a result, the incentives 
that occupiers have been able to secure over the past few years will 
diminish and, in some submarkets, occupiers may have to pay 
higher headline rents for existing stock or agree ‘design and build’ 
terms for new facilities.    
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Birmingham   

Cost: €72/sq m Competition: 11,000 sq m Choice: Very High   

 

Birmingham – Future Market Conditions 

2011 2012 2013 

   

 
Market Outlook: Occupier activity slowed in Q3 which resulted in a 
significant decline in take-up levels over the previous quarter. In 
contrast to H1 2011, when the wider Birmingham region recorded 
the highest level of take-up in the UK, Q3 saw only 3% of total UK 
take-up attributed to this area. Nevertheless, with future supply 
being non-speculative, occupier choice is expected to tighten over 
the next 12 months. Prime headline rents are forecast to remain 
stable over the next year.  

Manchester   

Cost: €68.7/sq m Competition: 69,000 sq m Choice: High   

 

Manchester – Future Market Conditions 

2011 2012 2013 

   

 
Market Outlook: Robust competition and limited development 
activity in 2011 have now led to a shortage of larger modern 
buildings.  We expect demand to remain relatively healthy for large 
logistics facilities along the major motorway corridors (e.g. M6/M62) 
in the wider Manchester market.  Given the restricted availability of 
existing buildings, occupiers are likely to have to consider ‘design 
and build’ options for new facilities. With speculative 
development for larger units (i.e. larger than 10,000 sq m) unlikely to 
return in the short term, a further erosion of choice for existing 
buildings is anticipated.  As a result, incentives paid to occupiers 
could reduce, but, in general, rental conditions are anticipated to 
remain broadly stable over the next 12 months.  

 

 

 

Other Regions   

Cost: €53-€109/sq m Competition: 234,000 sq m Choice: High 

 

Market Outlook: The vast majority of take-up continues to be 
concentrated outside the major cities, along the key motorway 
corridors. However, given the weak and uncertain economic outlook, 
we expect some occupiers to put their requirements on hold in the 
short term. Nevertheless, with no speculative development of larger 
units underway or anticipated to take place in the immediate future, 
occupiers will witness a diminishing availability of good product in 
the most sought-after areas.  In some locations, in order to acquire 
the facilities they require, occupiers will have no other option but to 
secure ‘design and build’ agreements. 
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Western European Occupier Markets at a glance 
 

 
Source: Jones Lang LaSalle, November 2011 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  
Choice (% 

Vacancy Rate)   
Costs (Rents 

€/sq m/pa) 
 

Rental Change   
Competition 

(Take-up) 
Market Q3 2011 12-month 

outlook Prime, Q3 2011 Quarter-on-
quarter (%) 

Year-on-
year (%) 

12-month 
outlook 

12-month 
outlook 

Amsterdam  Very High ▼ 92.5 0.0 0.0 ▼ ▼ 

Antwerp  Low ► 45 0.0 0.0 ► ▼ 

Barcelona  Medium ► 78 -3.7 -13.3 ▲ ▼ 

Berlin  Low ► 56.4 4.4 4.4 ► ▼ 

Birmingham Very High ▼ 72 0.0 0.0 ► ▼ 

Brussels  Low ► 50 0.0 -9.1 ► ▼ 

Dublin n/a n/a 65 -3.4 -13.7 ► ▼ 

Dusseldorf  Low ► 64.8 3.8 3.8 ► ▼ 

Frankfurt  Low ► 70.8 0.0 1.7 ▲ ▼ 

Hamburg  Low ► 66 1.9 3.8 ► ▼ 

Helsinki  Low ► 96 0.0 0.0 ► n/a 

Lisbon n/a n/a 42 0.0 -12.5 ▼ n/a 

London  High ▼ 162.5 0.0 3.7 ► ▼ 

Lyon  High ▼ 46 0.0 -4.2 ▲ ▼ 

Madrid  High ► 72 0.0 0.0 ▲ ▼ 

Manchester High ▼ 68.7 0.0 0.0 ► ▼ 

Milan  Low ► 55 0.0 0.0 ▲ ▼ 

Munich  Low ► 75.6 5.0 0.0 ► ▼ 

Paris  Medium ▼ 52 0.0 -1.9 ► ▼ 

Rome Low ► 57 0.0 0.0 ► ▼ 

Rotterdam  High ▼ 62 1.6 1.6 ▲ ▼ 

Stockholm  Medium ► 95 0.0 0.0 ▲ ▼ 
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CENTRAL AND EASTERN 
EUROPE: Corporate 
Occupier Conditions 
 

CEE economies are expected to be affected by the Eurozone 
contagion to a lesser degree than their Western European 
counterparts. Turkey is seen to lead the region, with projected GDP 
growth at 7.4% in 2011, followed by the Ukraine at 4.8% and Russia 
at 4%. Poland and Slovakia are predicted to witness GDP growth 
between 3-4% in 2011 and Romania, Hungary and the Czech 
Republic to expand between 1-2%. Meanwhile Croatia is forecast to 
land in the bottom tier with its economy forecast to grow by less than 
1% in 2011. Despite relatively favourable economic conditions, 
downside risks remain in the majority of CEE countries as they 
endure high levels of unemployment and rising public deficits, with 
tight credit conditions acting as a brake on both growth and 
commercial property development. As a result, GDP growth is 
predicted to decelerate in 2012 in most CEE countries. 

Year-to-date take-up has been strong across CEE markets, 
representing a 10% increase if compared to the equivalent period 
last year. However, competition has started to slow, resulting in 
take-up, which reached 1 million sq m in Q3, declining by 23% over 
the previous quarter. Despite completion volumes increasing 
significantly over the quarter, occupier choice has tightened in a 
number of markets as most of the new floorspace was delivered on 
a non-speculative basis. Overall, available supply remains uneven 
across the region with the lowest vacancy rate recorded in Moscow 
and the highest in Budapest.   

 

 

Future supply totalled 1.35 million sq m at the end of Q3, with more 
than half of it located in Russia. As the supply pipeline in the 
majority of CEE countries continues to be dominated by pre-let 
development and demand remains buoyant, we expect occupier 
choice to be restricted further over the next year. An exception 
remains Russia, where a significant amount of future speculative 
completion is expected, which will lead to occupier choice slightly 
improving over the next year, albeit from a low level.  

Prime rents remained stable in all major CEE markets in Q3. 
Nevertheless, rental increases recorded earlier this year mean that 
occupier cost is likely to be higher at year end compared to 2010. 
Prime rents are expected to remain on an upward path in 2012 due 
to falling available supply.  

The table below shows future market conditions for selected CEE 
markets with green circles representing tenant-favourable markets 
(rental growth <0%), amber circles representing neutral markets (0-
1% rental growth) and red circles representing landlord-favourable 
markets (rental growth >1%). 

 Future Market Conditions 
  2011 2012 2013 

Budapest    

Moscow    

Prague    

Warsaw    
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Croatia 
 
Zagreb   

Cost: €72/sq m Competition: n/a Choice: Medium   

 
Market outlook: Occupier demand currently sits at a low level. In 
terms of available supply, the vacancy rate in Zagreb now stands at 
10%. Despite 13,000 sq m of industrial space expected to be 
delivered speculatively in the first phase of the 66,000 sq m 
Jastrebarsko Logistics Park development, occupier choice is not set 
to improve significantly.  

Czech Republic 
 
Prague   

Cost: €54/sq m Competition: 29,000 sq m Choice: Medium   

 
Prague – Future Market Conditions 

2011 2012 2013 

   

 
Market Outlook: YTD take-up is lower than recorded at the same 
time last year. Take-up is also down over the quarter, an indication 
of slowing competition. Development activity has been limited so far 
this year; the majority of it has been pre-let which has led to a fall in 
available supply levels. The vacancy rate decreased from 11.9% at 
the end of 2010 to 9.5% in Q3, and we anticipate occupier choice to 
contract further as most of the 62,000 sq m of properties under 
construction is scheduled to be delivered on a non-speculative 
basis. Prime rents, which have been under upward pressure this 
year, will remain on a rising trajectory in 2012.  

Other Regions   

Cost: €42-€54/sq m Competition: 80,000 sq m Choice: Low 

 

Market Outlook: As in previous quarters, competition across 
regional submarkets over the next 12 months will be driven by 
logistics services providers and manufacturing companies. As 3PLs 
require excellent transport links, we expect these companies to 
express the strongest demand for prime locations, whereas we 
anticipate that manufacturing companies - driven by lower rents and 
government incentives - will increasingly look at secondary 
locations. Most of the development activity in the Czech Republic in 

Q3 occurred outside Prague with 95,000 sq m of completions 
recorded. However, as most were pre-let, available supply has 
decreased further. There is currently a shortage of good-quality 
industrial space in regions such as Brno, Pilsen and Ostrava, all 
recording a vacancy rate below 5%. Meanwhile, we are currently 
witnessing a higher level of speculative development, with around 
24% of the total floorspace under construction at the end of Q3 
(150,000 sq m) scheduled to be delivered on a speculative basis – 
this has been driven by a steadily decreasing vacancy rate and 
increasing demand in the manufacturing sector. However, occupier 
choice is unlikely to improve as competition for industrial space 
remains healthy.  

Hungary  
 

Budapest   

Cost: €60/sq m Competition: 50,000 sq m Choice: Very High   

 

Budapest – Future Market Conditions 

2011 2012 2013 

   

 

Market Outlook: Take-up in the first nine months of 2011 is up 43% 
on the level seen last year; however, take-up in Q3 was down 25% 
over the quarter. Slowing competition has led to occupier choice 
improving, despite no completions recorded so far this year. The 
vacancy rate rose from 21.8% in Q2 to 22.4% in Q3. Nevertheless, 
we expect that limited future speculative completions will bring the 
vacancy rate down further to below 20% over the next 12 months. 
On the back of decreasing modern choice, we do not anticipate 
occupier cost to change over the next year.  

Poland 
 
Warsaw   

Cost: €70/sq m Competition: 187,000 sq m Choice: Very High   

 

Warsaw – Future Market Conditions 

2011 2012 2013 
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Market Outlook: Occupier activity has maintained its momentum 
with take-up levels up 12% over the quarter and YTD take-up 
significantly higher than in the comparable period in 2010. Although 
still at an elevated level, the vacancy rate decreased from 17.6% in 
Q2 to 17% in Q3, a result of robust competition and limited 
speculative completions. The supply pipeline equalled 58,000 sq m 
at the end of Q3 and, despite a high level of available supply, 43% 
of future completions are scheduled to be delivered on a speculative 
basis. Nevertheless, due to strong competition, we anticipate choice 
to tighten further over the coming quarters and, as a consequence, 
rental levels are expected to rise. 

Other Regions   

Cost: €38-€61/sq m Competition: 272,000 sq m Choice: High 

 

Market Outlook: We continue to see significant occupier activity in 
regional markets, with nearly 60% of total take-up in Poland taking 
place outside Warsaw in Q3. In terms of available supply, the 
highest vacancy rate is still in Wroclaw (17%), followed by Central 
Poland (12%); the lowest is in Krakow (3%). The supply pipeline 
equalled 283,000 sq m at the end of Q3, however only 9% of future 
completions outside Warsaw will be delivered on a speculative 
basis. Occupiers must therefore expect a further squeeze on good 
available product.  

Romania 
 
Bucharest   

Cost: €50/sq m Competition: 84,000 sq m Choice: High   

 
Market Outlook: Take-up reached 84,000 sq m in Q3, up from the 
36,000 sq m achieved in Q2, a result of strengthening competition.  
FMCG and distribution and logistics companies will continue to 
express the most robust demand for industrial properties over the 
next few quarters. Out of 30,000 sq m currently under construction, 
13,000 sq m will be delivered speculatively in Millenium Logistics 
Park in Q4 2011. Nevertheless, the vacancy rate, which currently 
stands at 13%, is expected to decrease further on the back of 
improving occupier demand.  

 

 

Russian Federation 
 

Moscow   

Cost: €100.6/sq m Competition: 320,000 sq m Choice: Low   

 

Moscow – Future Market Conditions 

2011 2012 2013 

   

 
Market Outlook: YTD take-up is on a high level and has increased 
8.5% compared to the levels seen 12 months ago. Take-up 
decreased 41% over the quarter in Q3, indicating slowing occupier 
activity. As a result of limited completions and upbeat occupier 
activity in the first nine months of the year, the vacancy rate has 
edged down from 3.9% at the end of 2010 to 1.5% in Q3. There is 
now a real shortage of modern warehousing units and occupiers will 
therefore have no other choice but to secure ‘design and build’ 
agreements. However, we are also witnessing a significant amount 
of speculative development, currently accounting for around half of 
the total supply pipeline (595,000 sq m). The largest asset under 
construction is the 80,000 sq m speculative development, MLP-
Podolsk II. As a result, occupier choice is expected to improve 
moderately over the next few quarters. We forecast that prime rents 
will remain on their upward trajectory over the next two years due to 
the vacancy rate remaining at an overall low level.  
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St. Petersburg   

Cost: €85.7/sq m Competition: 51,000 sq m Choice: Medium   

 
Market Outlook: Take-up for the first three quarters of 2011 is up 
on the levels seen last year and is also up over the quarter. 
Increasing competition, in combination with no new completions 
recorded in Q3, has led to the vacancy rate decreasing dramatically 
from 9.9% in Q2 to 5.2% in Q3. Around 82% of the total future 
completions (94,000 sq m) are set to be delivered speculatively with 
the largest being a 43,000 sq m development in Shushary. Even so, 
occupier choice is expected to tighten further with the vacancy rate 
declining to around 3-4% over the next 12 months on the back of 
improving occupier demand. As a result, occupiers will be faced with 
increasing rents over the next year.  

Slovakia 
 
Bratislava   

Cost: €58.8/sq m Competition: 26,000 sq m Choice: Low   

 
Market Outlook: Occupier choice, currently at a low level, is 
expected to improve as 35% of future completions are being 
delivered on a speculative basis. The largest speculative project 
under construction is a 14,000 sq m development in Malacky. Prime 
rents, which currently stand at €58.8/sq m, will remain unchanged 
over the next 12 months. 

Serbia 
 
Belgrade   

Cost: €48/sq m Competition: n/a Choice: Medium   

 
Market Outlook: Occupier activity is being led by pharmaceutical 
companies, beer and tobacco industries, with each of them 
accounting for 30% of take-up in Q3. There is a lack of large modern 
warehouses in the Belgrade region as most of the available supply 
is in the form of older secondary stock. Available modern supply is 
unlikely to improve over the next few quarters as most of the 
pipeline is non-speculative. Prime rents have reached up to €48/sq 
m for modern stock, whereas rents for older stock are significantly 
lower, achieving up to €30/sq m.  

 
Turkey 
 

Istanbul   

Cost: €60/sq m Competition: n/a Choice: n/a   

 
Market Outlook: Although occupier demand has been improving, 
this has not been fully reflected in take-up volumes, which have 
remained at low levels in Q3. However, as demand from 3PLs is 
expected to increase further, a higher number of transactions are 
forecast to take place over the next year. Most of the logistics 
supply, with a considerable amount of available land for industrial 
development, is located in Hadimkoy on the European side of 
Istanbul. The Celebi Logiturc Logistics Park, which is under 
construction, will be one of the most important logistics facilities in 
the area, delivering 55,000 sq m of industrial space. However, as 
most of it is pre-let, occupier choice is unlikely to improve 
significantly.  

Ukraine 
 
Kiev   

Cost: €62.6/sq m Competition: n/a Choice: High   

 
Market Outlook: Occupier demand in prime locations is expected to 
strengthen over the next 12 months as industrial occupiers continue 
to focus on high-quality facilities in proximity to the main transport 
links. Due to limited completions in Q3, available supply has shrunk 
with the vacancy rate decreasing from 13.8% in Q2 to 12.9% in Q3. 
The supply pipeline equalled 167,000 sq m at the end of Q3, all of 
which is speculative, with the largest asset under construction being 
the 42,000 sq m ‘Amtel - Phase 1’ development. However, growing 
competition is projected to exceed future supply, leading to a further 
tightening of occupier choice and upward rental pressure.  
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Central and Eastern European Markets at a glance 

 

 

Source: Jones Lang LaSalle, November 2011 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  
Choice (% 

Vacancy Rate)   
Costs (Rents 

€/sq m/pa) 
 

Rental Change   
Competition 

(Take-up) 

Market Q3 2011 12-month 
outlook Prime, Q3 2011 

 
 

Quarter-on-
quarter (%) 

 
 

Year-on-year 
(%) 

12-month 
outlook 

12-month 
outlook 

Budapest  Very High ▼ 60 0.0 0.0 ► ► 

Bucharest High ▼ 50 -2.0 0.4 ► ► 

Istanbul n/a n/a 60 0.0 0.0 ► ► 

Kiev High ▼ 62.6 0.0 0.0 ▲ ► 

Moscow  Low ▲ 100.6 0.0 17.4 ▲ ► 

Prague  Medium ▼ 54 0.0 5.9 ▲ ► 

St. Petersburg Medium ▼ 85.7 4.5 9.5 ▲ ► 

Warsaw  Very High ▼ 70 0.0 6.1 ▲ ► 
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MIDDLE EAST AND 
AFRICA: Corporate 
Occupier Conditions 
 

The Middle East and Africa have been strongly impacted by the 
political unrest currently gripping the region, yet, despite this, the 
medium-term economic outlook for the UAE, Saudi Arabia and 
South Africa remains positive. Following a limited GDP growth of 
1.4% in 2010, the UAE is anticipated to expand by more than 5.4% 
in 2011, a result of both higher oil output and increased government 
spending. The industrial sector in the UAE is also expected to see 
some positive news, with industrial production predicted to have 
grown by 15% for the full year 2011. Meanwhile, the economy of 
Saudi Arabia is forecast to expand by 6.3% with industrial 
production growth anticipated to exceed 10%. Despite predictions 
that GDP growth will slow slightly from 2012 onwards in both the 
UAE and Saudi Arabia, the overall economic growth outlook for 
each remains upbeat. In contrast, industrial production growth is 
projected to slow down significantly from 2012-2015 in both 
countries.  

GDP growth projections for South Africa are more moderate with its 
economy expected to expand by around 3.3% in 2011-2012. 
Industrial production is anticipated to grow by less than 3% in the 
same period with growth gradually increasing thereafter.  

Due to relatively favourable economic conditions compared to the 
rest of the region, as well as improving infrastructure, occupier 
demand will remain strong in the UAE and Saudi Arabia over the 
next year. This is expected to lead to tightening occupier choice and 
increasing rents. In contrast, occupier activity in South Africa is 
anticipated to remain weak, with rents remaining under downward 
pressure.  

UAE: Dubai 
Market Outlook: It is expected that future demand will be 
concentrated in proximity to the Jebel Ali port and the new Al 
Maktoum airport, as new entrants to the market are now looking to 
set up in locations away from the city centre. Industrial land plots 
were in short supply in Q3; this trend is expected to continue over 
the next few quarters as development activity remains non-
speculative with most properties being developed for owner 
occupation. The future development pipeline includes Dubai’s main 
planned industrial scheme - Dubai World Central (DWC) - a mixed-

use development consisting of residential, commercial and logistics 
space. Once completed, it should be one of the world’s leading 
integrated logistics platforms.  Prime rents at €76/sq m in the Jebel 
Ali Industrial Area outside the free zone remained constant over the 
quarter in Q3 and no rental changes are expected over the next 
year.  
 
UAE: Abu Dhabi 
Market Outlook: One of the largest and most important 
developments, Kizad (Khalifa Industrial Zone of Abu Dhabi), 
covering a total area of 417 sq km, is being built in two phases. The 
first phase is set to deliver 2.1 million sq m of land in order to create 
a logistics cluster. The development is expected to benefit from the 
proximity to the new port which is currently under construction. A 
second large land development, ALMARKAZ, is scheduled to offer 
2.36 million sq m of land available for construction over the next few 
years. In Phase One, 60,000 sq m will be delivered speculatively by 
Waha Land over the next 12 months. Prime rents in Abu Dhabi in 
Q3 achieved c.7% higher levels than its neighbouring Emirate; at 
€81/sq m, they have remained unchanged over the quarter and no 
major rental increases are expected over the next year. Occupier 
incentives are currently not a common practice in the Emirates, 
however occupiers might be able to negotiate short rent-free periods 
next year. 

Saudi Arabia: Jeddah 
Market Outlook: As witnessed in the first three quarters of 2011, 
companies specialising in petroleum, construction materials and 
food will continue to express the highest demand for industrial space 
over the next year. Upon the completion of the major infrastructure 
works in the Second Industrial City (developed by Modon) in the 
south of Jeddah in 2012, we expect to see a shift in demand away 
from the privately managed industrial areas of Khumrah to this 
newly developed scheme. Prime rents at €45/sq m in Q3 remained 
stable over the previous quarter but, due to improving infrastructure 
and the expanding seaport, they will be under upward pressure over 
the next 12 months. 
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Saudi Arabia: Riyadh 
 Market Outlook: Buoyant demand in combination with limited 

speculative construction is expected to reduce occupier choice over 
the next 12 months. The vacancy rate is predicted to decrease from 
current 16% to around 8% during this period. The largest scheme 
under development, ‘Industrial Gate’ in Al-Kharj Road, will provide 
6.9 million sq m of land to be developed by 2015. Prime rents at 
€52/sq m in Q3 increased by 2% over the quarter and they will 
remain on the upward path next year due to improvements in 
infrastructure and falling supply levels.  

South Africa: Johannesburg 
Market Outlook: Occupier activity has been relatively stagnant so 
far in 2011. Demand has been driven by consolidation in Q3 and will 
continue to be determined by cost savings over the next year with 
occupiers also aiming to reduce their exposure to longer lease 
commitments. The vacancy rate, which currently stands at around 
7%, will not increase over the next few quarters as most future 
supply is non-speculative. Prime rents, currently at €73/sq m, are 
expected to decline over next year due to weakening occupier 
demand.  
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Glossary 
 

The industrial real estate market encompasses a wide range of 
different building types used for manufacturing, processing, storing 
and transport, as well as research and development. Industrial 
buildings are divided into three main building groups: heavy 
industrial, multi-let light industrial and warehousing. 

Our market data covers the 11 main European logistics markets: 
Belgium, the Czech Republic, France, Germany, Hungary, Italy, the 
Netherlands, Poland, Russia (Moscow and St Petersburg only), 
Spain and the UK. Our analysis is based on units > 5,000 sq m for 
Continental Europe and > 10,000 sq m for the UK.  

Warehousing properties referred to in this report comprise property 
assets dedicated to the storage and distribution of goods typically 
with a minimum floorspace of 5,000 sq m gross internal, with ceiling 
heights over 8 metres. Warehouse types included encompass 
storage warehouses, distribution warehouses (freight forwarding), 
cross-docking warehouses and cold storage warehouses. The office 
component of warehousing properties is usually between 5-10%. 

Prime industrial/warehousing rent represents the top open 
market rent that could be expected for a notional warehousing unit 
(see above definition for warehousing space) of the highest quality 
and specification in the prime location within a market. 

Take-up represents floorspace >5,000 sq m acquired within a 
market for occupation by lease, pre-letting, pre-sale or acquisition 
for owner-occupation during the survey period. A unit is taken-up 
when a legally-binding agreement to occupy/acquire the unit has 
been completed.  

Note: Units that are ‘under offer’ at the survey date are not included 
as take-up. ‘Under offer’ refers to space where terms have been 
agreed between parties and legal representative, but legally-binding 
contracts for letting – or sale for owner-occupation – have yet to be 
exchanged and/or completed.  

Warehousing Completions represents floorspace >5,000 sq m 
completed during the survey period within a market, ready for 
occupation.  

Space ‘under construction’ represents floorspace >5,000 sq m 
‘under construction’ as at the survey date (at the end of each quarter 
period) within a market. ‘Under construction’ means that works on 
the industrial unit must have started.  

Build-to-suit (BTS) developments represent developments >5,000 
sq m which are projected by a developer but where construction 
only starts upon the completion of a legally-binding agreement for 
occupation. Specification and concept of the facility will normally be 
adapted to the occupiers needs. 

Vacancy/vacancy rate represents completed floorspace offered on 
the open market for leasing or sale. The unit must be available for 
immediate occupation on the survey date. It includes all vacant 
accommodation, inclusive of sub-letting space, irrespective of the 
quality of space or the terms on which it is offered.  
Note: Vacancy excludes ‘obsolete’ or ’mothballed‘ industrial 
property, i.e. floorspace held vacant and not being offered for letting, 
usually pending redevelopment or major refurbishment.  

Rental changes 

 

 

 

Choice 

Low:               <5%                                                                                
Medium:          5 – 10%                                                                          
High:              10 – 15%                                                                               
Very High:      >15% 

 

 

 

 

Tenants’ market – rental growth <0% 

Neutral market – rental growth 0-1% 

Landlords’ market – rental growth >1% 
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